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Show the universe how thankful you are for everything it has givenâ€”and lay the groundwork for

even more giftsâ€”with this companion to The Secret.The Secret is an international phenomenon

that has inspired millions of people to live extraordinary lives. Now The Secret Gratitude Book

provides an incredibly powerful tool to live The Secret, and to bring joy and harmony to every aspect

of your life. Filled with insights and wisdom from Rhonda Byrne, this beautiful journal offers a

framework for practicing the power of gratitude each day, enabling you to attract every magnificent

thing you want into your life.
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I respect all of my fellow reviewers here on  - even if some of their views may be a little skewed - but

I had "challenges" with David Hooper's review of this particular journal. To me, it really isn't the

"most powerful book on gratitude". And even though he explains why it is, I just can't help but think

that the most powerful book on gratitude that you will ever own is the one you create yourself.No

doubt about it. This book is beautiful. It's filled with quotes from the book, the Secret, and it's small

enough to take with you anywhere you go...but I prefer the little leather bound journal I bought at

Costco for $12.95. In it I not only include quotes from the book, The Secret, I also include quotes

from others that I resonate with whether it be Ralph Waldo Emerson or Henry David Tyler - the man

who delivers my bottled water - because I believe at our very core, each one of us is a fount of

wisdom, inspiration, and beauty and Truth is so much with us, that we often forget that it is often

disguised as "unlikely sources".In short, I try and make this particular journal MY journal from start to



finish. I will even include pictures from magazines that I find particularly inspiring. Most of all, I write

in my own language about the Law of Attraction and the "future me" I am even now evolving into. I

create "scripts" that I rehearse and practice and attempt to act out. I figure that I am acting anyway,

so I might as well act what I want to be.I have nothing against Rhonda Byrne or The Secret. I loved

her movie and created a workshop around it and I formed two study groups based on her book. The

challenge I have with this particular item is that in a way, it still belongs to Rhonda Byrne. She has

included quotes that resonated with her.
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